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Izandi Serdyn, owner of I DO wedding coordinators, was kind 

enough to send us her top 21 tips for you when planning your 

wedding. This is very, very valuable advice, people!
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Izandi Serdyn of I DO wedding and events coordination company provides some of the latest 

insider tips on trends for creating the best wedding ever.

Everyone likes planning a gorgeous wedding from a blank canvas. Use white 

as your foundation and then add the pop of colour which is needed to round 

the décor off. Limit the use of colour as using too many different colours 

could be too busy and distract from the focus points. 

From the start decide on one staple element of 

décor which you would like to be focused on – 

perhaps a favourite flower or the colour you want 

to add. Then slowly add the smaller elements. 

Mostly using less is more appealing and makes 

more of a statement.

You and I DO could be a match made in heaven! Feel free to 

contact Izandi for an appointment.

IZANDI SERDYN

Owner & Coordinator of I DO

084 405 7449 
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Lights, camera, action
Lighting is one of the most important elements to add to your wedding. By adding fairy lights, naked bulbs or uplighters you are 

setting the stage for your wedding. Lighting creates the atmosphere of the room and can change quickly from welcoming and 

warm to party and dancing. This is also a great way to incorporate your colour, by adding different textures to your lights. u

Nature
This is an element that is always part of a wedding, bringing the outdoors inside. 

Nowadays it is also very trendy to go green and minimalise the amount of paper you 

use for your wedding. The biggest thing to remember for your wedding is to use 

seasonal flowers together with greenery like olive branches or blue gum – this applies 

all year around and does not change from season to season.

Wedding 
venue 
It is more and more popular to get 

married in a rustic, old industrial 

building, or an old library, or even a 

public garden. There is no longer a need 

to get married at an ‘official’ wedding 

venue if you don’t want to. Couples 

enjoy making their weddings more 

personal by changing their private 

residences to realise their own wedding 

dream. Think out of the box when 

deciding on your wedding venue and 

make it personal for you as a couple.

Metallic is always in
Choosing your wedding theme is easy, since every bride wants that touch of 

copper, rose gold or silver. These components add that extra touch to the wedding 

theme, no matter what colour scheme is being used, there is always room for a 

touch of metallic. 


